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Welcome!
Don’t worry; we won’t make you prove you’re not a robot. Whether you’re a
human, robot, or zombie, we think it’s important that you know how to use your
iPad.

Short welcome message from Dr. Peter Steinfeld, Associate Dean of Faculty

Better Know an iPad
Pobody’s nerfect. This is by no means a comprehensive list, but it will get you
started with the basics and stuff we don’t think you should have to figure out on
your own.
Forewarning: Red is the new blue! You’ll be seeing red a lot in this eBook
because we’re taking back the color red - no longer does it mean anger or
mistakes on your paper or a bad grade...be on the lookout for lots of red links.

Let’s Get Physical
Before we begin, it’s important to know what’s under the hood of your iPad 2: 16
GB, wi-fi accessibility, video and camera capabilities, and more. For the long list
of stuff between the adamantium pieces of love, check out Apple’s spec page.
There aren’t too many buttons on the iPad, which is good for the authors of this
eBook as we tend to go off on a tangent when given the opportunity...ooh, did
you see the picture of the cute kitten sleeping?!

๏ Camera & Mic -- The front-facing camera is at the top-center. The
microphone is located above the camera on the top of the iPad.
๏ Home -- The Home button at the bottom-center of the iPad is as busy as a
one-legged man in a butt-kicking contest.
• Press Home once to return to the home page or exit an app.

•
•

Tap Home quickly twice to get a multi-task bar at the bottom of the
screen to switch or quit apps.
Holding it down for a while does nothing, as far as we can tell.

On the backside, we get triple the buttons!
๏ Camera -- The rear-facing camera is on the top-left.
๏ Sleep/Wake -- The Sleep/Wake button is hanging out above the camera.
•

Push it to make it sleep then push it again to make it wake up.

•

Hold it down for a while and you’ll get a nifty shut down screen. Hold
it again to start it up.

๏ Audio -- The audio port for headphones is in the top-right.
๏ Volume -- On the side, the Volume button allows for sound control (no
word yet from Apple on whether it goes to 11).

๏ Mute/Lock -- Above the volume button is the side switch used to either
mute the sound or lock the screen rotation (see Let’s Talk About Specs).

๏ Speaker -- The external speaker is the little area at the bottom-left with all
the little holes.

๏ Dock Connector Port -- At the bottom center you have the Dock
Connector Port which gets a variety of action: recharge the battery, output
to projector, syncing files, importing images, etc.

You should have checked out the sweet cameras on your iPad 2, but did you
know that cameras also exist OUTSIDE the iPad? Crazy, right? If you want to
import pictures of your awesome parkour, you can check out a Camera
Connector Kit from 2Fix, which includes USB and SD card adapters.

Parkour!

Lear n the Lingo
Let’s make sure you know some of the basic terminology.

๏ Tap -- On your computer you click, but on the iPad you tap to select
things. So give it a little tap, tap, tap-a-roo.
•

Tapping selects or deselects things and moves the cursor.

•

Tapping the edge of a page in an eReader app, such as iBooks or
Kindle, will turn the page (or you can swipe/flick).

๏ Double Tap -- No, we’re not talking about rules for killing zombies. Like a
double-click, the double tap is two quick taps in the same spot. Don’t be
stingy with your tapping.
•

In a browser it’ll zoom in to make the text fit the screen (double tap
again to zoom back out).

•

Sometimes it can be used to highlight a word.

•

When you double tap the top of the iPad near the clock, it’ll quickly
scroll back up to the top of the page.

•

Double tap the Home button to access the multi-tasking bar.

•

When typing, double tap the spacebar key to quickly add both a
period and a space (try it, it’s quicker than typing them individually
and those nanoseconds add up).

•

Double tap the shift key to engage ALL CAPS.

๏ Tap and Hold -- Functions differently depending on the app.
•

In notebook apps and other places you have a cursor, it brings up
the Select, Select All, Paste menu or the Cut, Copy, Paste menu.

•

In an eReader app tap and hold a word to bring up the menu to
highlight, add notes, get the definition, etc.

•

Tap and hold in a text area to bring up the magnifying glass allowing
you to move your cursor to a specific point (e.g., inside a word to fix
a typo even auto-correct couldn’t decipher).

•

On the keyboard, the tap and hold on certain keys to access other
special keys (try it on the .com, period, vowels, and comma keys).

•

Tap and hold on an app to enter what’s affectionately, not officially,
called “jiggly mode.” This lets you delete apps (tap the x) or
rearrange apps (tap, hold, and drag it to a different location - drag
one app on top of another to make a folder for organization).

๏ Swipe -- It’s how you move around. The quicker you swipe, the quicker it
scrolls (e.g., in a browser with lots of text).
•

In an eReader you can swipe to turn pages (or tap the page’s edge).

•

In the Photos app you can swipe to scroll through your photos.

•

In landscape view of the Mail app it’s a handy (pun intended) way to
delete individual emails. Swipe left-to-right or right-to-left and the
“Delete” button will appear.

๏ Flick -- It’s a shorter, quicker version of the swipe.

๏ Pinch -- Primarily used for zooming.
•

To zoom in, pinch your thumb and index finger together on the iPad.

•

To zoom out, move your thumb and index finger away from each
other. If you hate your thumb, you can use your middle and index
fingers instead, in a scissors motion.

•

Hidden Gem: With the keyboard up, pinch out (away from each
other) to split the keyboard for thumb typing!

๏ Dock -- The bottom of the iPad screen where you should place your most
frequently used apps for access across all pages.

๏ Shake -- Sing it with us: shake shake shake, shake shake shake, shake
your iPad! You’re right, that’s lame. But what’s not lame is that gently
shaking your iPad is one of its built-in gestures.
•

When typing you can shake your iPad up and down to get the Undo
Typing and/or Redo Typing options. A not-as-fun way is to switch to
the .?123 keyboard for the Undo Typing button and the #+=
keyboard for the Redo Typing button.

•

Some apps are built to handle the shaking in a variety of ways (e.g.,
AppyDays presents you with a random app).

๏ Four Finger Swipe -- Four times the swiping power! These are some of
the “gestures” we gained with iOS 5 (iDevice Operating System version 5).
•

Swipe up to reveal the multi-tasking bar.

•

Swipe left or right to switch between apps.

iZombie Aler t!
And now for something completely different...
We love our iPads and we’re pretty sure you’ll love yours, too. But don’t get too
caught up in the technology, because the rest of the world hasn’t quite caught up
and we don’t want you to become an iZombie.
Campus Security, in conjunction with the TLTC, has released this Public Service
Announcement regarding the danger of iZombies and how to distinguish them
from humans.

iZombie PSA

Spec Yourself Before You Wreck
Yourself
The title of this section is the most fun you’ll have for a bit, because no matter
what we do settings are still boring. But bear with us because it’s a matter of life
or death (well, maybe just for your iPad).

Let’s Talk About Specs, Baby
Now that you know the lingo, let’s get down to brass tacks.
Tap Settings

> General.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Airplane Mode -- No, it does not make your iPad fly. Turn on Airplane
Mode anywhere you don’t have internet access. It turns off the fetch/push
and wi-fi so they don’t suck the life out of your battery like a vampire.
About -- Provides information about (surprise!) your iPad: how many
songs, videos, photos, etc. you have. More importantly, it tells you how
much room you have available for more sweet apps (see the APPsolutely
Crazy section for ideas).
Usage -- Let’s you see which apps are the biggest resource hogs. You
also have the Battery Percentage option if you like to know exactly how
much of your battery is left; turn this on and leave the guessing to Deal or
No Deal.
Bluetooth -- If you don’t use it you lose it - battery power, that is. If you
pair your iPad with a Bluetooth device, you should turn it off when you’re
done so it doesn’t keep searching and drain your battery.
Passcode Lock -- Do you enjoy your privacy? If so, you should set a
passcode so other people can’t access your stuff when you leave your
iPad unattended. Also consider adjusting the auto-lock, which is how long
your iPad will wait for you to give it attention before going into standby.
Restrictions -- Do you let your kids or little bro/sis play with your iPad? If
so, you’ll want to disable in-app purchases so they don’t rack up a huge bill
(it’s not unheard of to see $100+ bills in under an hour). Enter your
Passcode to access Restrictions, tap Enable Restrictions, then scroll
down to In-App Purchases and turn it Off.
Use Side Switch -- Probably one of the least important decisions you’ll
have to make: whether you want that little button above the volume
controls to lock your screen from rotating or mute the volume. If you
choose the latter - that means mute, not the thing you climb to get on roofs
(homophone joke!) - then you can double-tap the Home button and swipe
to the right to lock/unlock your screen orientation.

Keyboard -- If you’re a smarty-pants and speak more than one language
or are learning another one, you can add keyboards so you can use all
those fancy symbols.
•

Use the globe key
keyboards.

on the keyboard to switch between the

9.

Accessibility -- There are some decent settings built into the iPad to
make things easier on you, such as larger text, white on black, voice over,
etc. For more information on accessibility, see Appendix A.

Wi-Fi on Campus
When you’re on the BVU campus, your internet will be faster if you have the
proxy settings.
1. Tap Settings

> Wi-fi.
2. Select the arrow on the right for one of the campus networks (abeaverw,
gbeaverw, BVUa, and/or BVUg).
3. For the “HTTP Proxy” area select Auto.
4. For the URL type in http://web.bvu.edu/proxy.pac.

Default Mail
A lot of apps will allow you to share things via email. This means you actually
have to set up your default email. Here are the quick steps to add your BVU
Email account:
1. Tap Settings

> Mail, Contacts, Calendars.
2. Tap Add Account... > Microsoft Exchange.
a. Email: Type in your full BVU email address
b. Domain: Type in domain1
c. Username: Type in your BVU username
d. Password: Type in your password (the same one you use for you
computer and email)
e. Description: Type in something like BVU Email
3. Tap the Next button. It should add a new “Server” field with mail.bvu.edu.
Tap Done. IF it does not fill in the server and gives you an error

message, try using your full email address for the username (step 2c
above).

Find My iPad
Apple offers a free service called Find My iPad. By logging into a website, not
only can you locate your iPad on a map, but you can also lock it, wipe it, or have
it play a sound or send a message to help you locate it.
To make sure it’s turned on, go to Settings > Location Services > Find My iPad
and Settings > iCloud > Find My iPad (you’ll have to sign in with your Apple
ID).
For more info, see Apple’s guide on setting up Find My iPad.

Notifications
Not sure what you have going on? Swipe down from the clock to reveal your
Notifications panel. You can customize what appears in your Notifications in the
Settings.

I Know Where You Are
Big Brother alert! Use Location Services to control which apps are able to
determine your location.

I’m Bringin’ Syncin’ Back
Yeah! You do a lot with your iPad, and since you’d rather not lose your hard work,
you should back that baby up on a regular basis.
Using the USB connector, simply plug your iPad into your computer and open
iTunes. You will find your iPad listed by name on the left-hand menu (have some
fun naming your iPad!). Clicking on it will open your device’s Summary page.

This menu is where you can check for an update to your iPad’s operating system
(apps are updated in the App Store on your iPad) or restore your iPad to a saved
backup. You may also select the option “Open iTunes when this iPad is
connected” and iTunes will open and start syncing whenever you plug your iPad
into your computer.

Transfer Purchases
When syncing your iPad, anything you have downloaded should copy over to
your computer. To be sure everything gets copied, right-click (control click on
Mac) on your iPad’s name on the left-hand menu and select Transfer
Purchases.

This is also where you can back up your iPad, which is a smart move. The Back
Up option makes it easy to restore to a new iPad in case of catastrophe, or
restore the same iPad if you find yourself in a troubleshooting situation.

Selective Syncing
Just because you have a ton of music doesn’t mean you need to (or even can)
copy it all to your mobile device.
You can select what you sync to your iPad, whether it’s photos, music, books, or
movies. You can get really fancy with syncing music by choosing specific artists,
genres, albums, or even playlists. Use those options to your advantage!
As Scrooge McDuck says, “Work smarter, not harder!” Smart data management
will not only help you get through a crisis more easily, but it can also help to avoid
a crisis to begin with.

iPants Par ty
And now for something completely different...
It may be tempting to make your iLife easier with some iPants...

Photo used with permission from TacticalPants.com

The TLTC does not endorse any particular iPad-related wardrobe choices. We
also will not provide moral support for when you sit on your iPad (nor will the
warranty cover accidental damage). It’s likely we will laugh, though.

Power-User Tips
Here are some more super helpful tips from power-users.

๏ Restart every once in a while. It’s good for your iPad, and thanks to
the solid state hard drive it’s quick.
• Press and hold the Sleep/Wake button until you get the Power Off
slider for a soft-reboot.
• Press and hold the Home and Sleep/Wake buttons together for
about 10 seconds for a hard-reboot (worst-case scenario only).

๏ Search the current page in Safari. If you’re lost without Ctrl+F, we
totally understand and we have a solution. Use the search bar in the topright corner of Safari, type what you want to find, and then scroll to the
bottom of the list to the On This Page section.

๏ Turn off notifications. If you’re giving a presentation with your iPad, you
don’t want those embarrassing notifications from Facebook popping up
and ruining your flow or grade. Be sure to turn off all notifications before
beginning your presentation (Settings > Notifications).

๏ Take screen captures. Were you wondering how we got all the nice little
iPad images in this eBook? If you want to save or share what’s on your
iPad at a given time, take a screen capture by pressing the Home and
Sleep/Wake buttons at the same time. Your screen will flash and the
image will be available in your Photos app.

๏ Organize your apps with folders. Folders will help you cut back on the
number of screens you have to swipe through.
• In “jiggly mode” (tap and hold an app icon until it starts shaking),
drag one app on top of another to create a folder. You’ll be prompted
to name the folder (it’ll suggest a name based on the type of app,
but feel free to give it a new name). You can then drag up to 20 apps
into the folder (likewise, you can drag apps out of the folder).
• You can even put folders in your Dock! If six isn’t enough for all your
favorites, consider a folder.

๏ Don’t batter your battery. Aside from Airplane Mode and turning off
Bluetooth, you can save your battery by turning off automatic Fetch and
Push for certain apps (Settings > General > Mail). You should also close
the apps that are running in the background (double tap the Home button
> enter jiggly mode > close the ones you’re not currently using).

iPimp Your iPad
And now for something completely different...
Yo dawg. This is what your iPad 2 looks like:

This is what your neighbor’s iPad 2 looks like:

See a problem? We thought so.
It’s time to iPimp your iPad! There are lots of things you can do to personalize
your iPad, and most of them can be traded for some green paper.
๏ If you’re a professional-type, this nifty portfolio displays your awesometude
for about $40.
๏ For less dough ($4) you can snap on a color shell case.
๏ Finally, if you’re artistically inclined, make your own decal! Get inspired by
these awesome decal examples.
For other iPad accessories, see Appendix B.

iPadiquette
Don’t fret about the definition of that word; we made it up. As with laptops in the
classroom, your instructors may have restrictions on using the iPad in their class.
Here are some tips to avoid controversy.
๏ Policy Check -- Check the syllabus and/or ask your instructors about
their policy.
๏ Recording Lectures -- If you want to record the lecture, first ask the
instructor if it’s OK to record audio and/or video.
๏ Mute Your Sound -- If you have alerts set up for various apps, you don’t
need to announce it to the rest of the class every time you get a Facebook
status update.
๏ R-E-S-P-E-C-T -- Just because you can record something and share it
with the world doesn’t mean you should. The iPad makes it easy to share
things, but be conscious about what you’re sharing and the implications it
could have for yourself or others. Also be aware of how you use your iPad/
laptop in class and try not to distract your classmates or instructor.

What Your iPad Posture Yells
Your iPad puts the internet in in the palm of your hand and because of its
compact, portable nature, people think they are the only ones who know what’s
going on with their iPads. After all, the motion used for launching birds in the air
is the same for highlighting notes, right?
However, this is a big fat fallacy you should not fall prey to; your instructors can
spot those microexpressions that give you away.

๏ The Game Player -- This one is easy to spot because of hunched

shoulders and tunnel-vision focus on the iPad screen. Furious tapping
across the screen is a good indication of a puzzle-game and special
attention to the lower left-hand corner is a symptom of Angry Birds. In
classes, this person is incredibly obvious and often distracting.
๏ The Facebooker -- This one can be a bit harder to identify at first,
especially if a specimen is particularly inclined to comment on statuses.
Constant scrolling and an out-of-place grin will soon betray them. At first,
their typing habits may seem similar to behavior of the Note Taker, but the
Facebooker’s attention never leaves the iPad.
๏ The Note Taker -- This person’s hands are in the keyboard position on
the iPad. The Note Taker is very aware of the environment outside of the

iPad and is constantly making eye contact with the instructor and
presentation materials. The iPad may even be ignored for long periods of
time during discussions.
Check out the photo below. Which student is which?

Answer left to right: Facebooker, Game Player, Note Taker

iFun Time
And now for something completely different...
Some of us think having an iPad turns us into a kid again. We’re excited,
creative, having fun, learning...

Our slogan in the TLTC: Because learning should be fun.

All About eBooks

Shop around. There are a lot of eBook vendors out there, and you’ll want to find
the ones that work best for you and your budget.
๏ Price and availability of eBooks varies based on the book and the
publisher.
๏ Many eBooks are ½ the cost of the physical textbook’s list price.
๏ Some eBooks can be loaned to other people.
๏ Some eBooks cannot be returned if you drop the class.
๏ Some eBooks you get to keep permanently, but others are subscriptionbased and only accessible for a certain period of time.

eBook App List
Here are the members of the popular crowd.
iBooks by Apple -- Use the “Store” button in the upper-left corner of the
iBooks bookshelf to shop the iTunes Store. You can also add PDF files to
your iBooks collection.
Kindle by Amazon.com -- Go to the Kindle eBook Store to search for
books.
eTextbooks for the iPad by CourseSmart -- Purchase textbooks online
with your laptop.
Textbooks by Kno -- Use the “Get Books” button in the upper-right corner.
It will have a lot of textbooks and allow you to organize your classes.
Nook by Barnes & Noble -- Go to the Barnes & Noble site to find books.

Google Play Books -- Provides access to a lot of classic literature which
has been made available thanks to Project Gutenberg.
Stanza by Lexcycle -- Get free eBooks from Project Gutenberg and
FeedBooks (over 50,000 literary classics) or find contemporary classics.
You can also purchase books from Fictionwise.
You might also want to check out these other apps: Free Books, Inkling, PDF
Expert, GoodReader, FlipReader, and PerfectReader.

eBook App Comparison

The following comparison table is super serious and might take all of your
cognitive abilities to get through it. We’re breaking down the characteristics of the
top eBook apps you might use for class. See the Using iBooks, Using Kindle, and
Using CourseSmart sections for more detailed usage.
Tip: This table is best viewed in portrait layout (that means taller than it is wide).

Feature

iBooks

Kindle

CourseSmart

Overview

Default iPad
reading app

Can work solo or
in conjunction with
a Kindle reading
device

Accesses
CourseSmart, a
website that offers
digital textbooks

Account

Uses your iTunes
account

Need account at
Amazon

Need account at
CourseSmart

Purchasing
Buy right from the Buy right from the Buy them from
(internet required) app
app
CourseSmart

Feature

iBooks

Kindle

CourseSmart

Offline
Availability

Yes - full book

Yes - full book

Yes - need to
manually
download the
chapters first

Adding Notes

Yes

Yes

Only available in
portrait view

Highlight

Yes

Yes

Only available in
portrait view

Bookmarks

Yes

Yes

No

Dictionary

Yes

Yes

No

Footnotes

Yes

Yes

No

Searching

Yes

Yes

Yes

Customized View Yes

Yes

No

Unique Feature

Already installed
on your iPad

Syncs across
multiple devices

Provides actual
textbooks
unavailable to the
other readers

Best Feature

It looks like a
Turn on “popular Page numbers
physical page turn highlights” to see match the physical
the what other
textbook
people highlighted

Worst Feature

There’s a severe
possibility of
accidentally
turning a page or
two

It doesn’t read
your thoughts

Each page is an
image, so you
can’t interact with
it

Using iBooks
Yes, we realize the irony of telling you how to use iBooks while you’re in iBooks,
but what could we do? So here are some specifics on iBooks features. For
several of the features, you’ll need to tap the center of the book to get the
controls/icons at the top.

๏ Adding Notes -- Select a word or phrase, tap Note and a cute post-it
pops up for you to type on; the post-it appears in the margin and the
selected word/phrase remains highlighted.

๏ Highlighting Text -- Select a word or phrase, tap Highlight, use the bars
at the end to resize the selection, and if you tap on the highlighted section
it gives you an option to change colors or remove the highlighting.

๏ Bookmarks -- Tap the little ribbon icon in the upper-right corner of the
page and it will become a red ribbon.

๏ Accessing Notes and Highlighting -- Go to the book’s Table of
Contents (the icon that looks like a list in the upper-left corner) and switch
to the Bookmarks tab.

๏ Dictionary -- Select a word and then tap Dictionary.
๏ Footnotes -- Tap the footnote number to be transported to the end of the
book; tap it again to return to your spot in the reading.

๏ Searching -- Tap the magnifying glass icon in the upper-right corner.
๏ Customized View -- Adjust the brightness, font-size, font, and page
display (black on white, sepia) using the sun icon and the AA icon in the
upper-right.

๏ Syncing -- Happens with standard sync to computer.

Using Kindle
Using the Kindle app is very similar to iBooks. For several of the features, you’ll
need to tap the center of the book to get the controls/icons at the top and bottom.

๏ Adding Notes -- Select a word or phrase, tap Note, and a blue note icon
will appear next to the selected word or phrase.

๏ Highlighting Text -- Select a word or phrase, tap Highlight, use the bars
at the end to resize the selection, and if you tap on the highlighted section
it gives you an option to remove the highlighting; you can adjust the
settings to show popular highlights (will have a dotted underline).

๏ Bookmarks -- Tap the large ribbon icon in the upper-right corner of the
page and it will become a grey ribbon.

๏ Accessing Notes and Highlighting -- Tap the icon at the bottom
center that looks like a book then select My Notes & Marks.

๏ Dictionary -- Select a word and the dictionary will appear at the bottom of
the page (you need to download the dictionary the first time).

๏ Footnotes -- Tap the footnote number to be transported to the end of the
book; tap it again to return to your spot in the reading.

๏ Searching -- Tap the magnifying glass at the bottom.
๏ Customized View -- Use the Aa icon at the bottom to adjust the
brightness, font-size, page display (black on white, white on black, sepia),
and number of columns (1 or 2) to make it easier on your eyes.

๏ Syncing -- Kindle uses Whisper Sync between devices via the internet
(e.g., page you were reading, notes, etc.).

Using CourseSmar t
CourseSmart has more textbooks for school, while iBooks and Kindle have more
of the popular books and novels. Here’s how to use a few of the features of the
CourseSmart app.

๏ Adding Notes -- In portrait view, tap the yellow square with the + in the
upper-right corner. Make sure you enter a Title or your note will disappear
into the abyss.

๏ Highlighting Text -- In portrait view, tap the marker icon in the upper-left
area then adjust the location and size of the box and choose wither you
want to highlight, annotate, or share.

๏ Searching -- Tap the magnifying glass icon in the upper-right corner.
๏ Ruler -- Tap the Ruler tab to expand it and help keep track of which line
you’re reading.

๏ Syncing -- No sync required; access books online through your
CourseSmart account.

Finding eBooks

Obviously you can use the apps in eBook App List to find eBooks. You can also
check out the ePubBooks website.
Make sure to check the eBook apps for free books. Thanks to Project Gutenberg
there are hundreds of free books available, mostly classic literature. Kindle and
Nook also have a revolving list of new-ish novels that are temporarily free.
Check the book publishers’ websites as well. Some smaller companies publish
their own books, and while the print book is available from other retailers the
eBook is only available from their site. For example, SitePoint has a variety of
web development and programming books, almost all have an eBook package.
So shop around to get the best deal!

iPlaid
And now for something completely different...
For all of your bagpiping needs (and you do need bagpiping), the Scotland BVU
Location provides an exclusive local release of the iPlaid.

Disclaimer: This is how rumors get started. There really isn’t a Scotland BVU
Location and we have no knowledge of the university looking into starting one.
Sorry to dash your kilt and bagpiping hopes.

APPsolutely Crazy
Yep, we’re crazy about apps. It’s true what they say, there really is an app for that
(whatever that is). The possibilities are virtually limitless, so have some fun
exploring and finding new ways to use the iPad.
All the apps listed in these sections are free unless otherwise specified (no need
to read fine print).

APPsolutely Useful: Top Apps to Get Going
Aside from some eBook apps, here are the other top apps that are an absolute
must have.
Dropbox -- Install the program on your laptop, sign up for an account, then
you can quickly transfer files between your computer and iPad with the
power of the internet (who can be bothered with cords and syncing?).
LogMeIn -- If you hate transferring files from you computer to your iPad
and vice versa, try this free remote desktop service that lets you control
your computer from your iPad.
Cloudon -- Open Microsoft Office files from your Dropbox account. You
can view, edit, save, and create new ones!
App Shopper -- Find all sorts of great apps based on criteria (e.g., free,
games, utilities, etc.). You might also like AppyDays, Freebies, and App
Hits to help you find new, free, and on sale apps.
ResponseWare -- Some of your instructors will have interactive
PowerPoint presentations that require you to respond to polls/questions.
Use this app to connect to the instructor’s computer, respond, and see a
chart with the results.
Evernote -- Arguably the best app for notes, it allows you to sync between
devises via the internet, insert audio, video, photos, and, of course, text.
You can even download/install the program on your computer!
Evernote Peek -- Make study games using your Evernote notebooks (new
or existing). The note title is the clue and the note body is the answer. The
app is free but it requires a smart cover like the Apple iPad 2 Smart Cover
for $39.
AppStart -- This is a great-looking guide to using the iPad (they made it
free in honor of the iPad 2 release, so it may or may not be free by the
time you go get it).

Scan -- This nifty app allows you to scan QR codes (you’ll start to see
these everywhere).
Blackboard Mobile Learn -- Use this app to access materials in your
courses in ANGEL. You’ll have to search for “Buena Vista University” and
then log in with your BVU username and password.
Please see our APPendix C for even more lists of apps: useless apps, apps for
notes, photo, video, audio, and study games. We also compiled lists of apps for
the different disciplines: Business, Communication & Arts, Education, Science,
and Social Science.

What Can You Do?
Check out this video from 2011 regarding collaboration with the iPads.

Dr. David Evans, VP of Academic Affairs/Dean of Faculty on innovating with iPads

You Can Lear n
No really, you can! Enjoy your iPad as a personal tool, but look for scholarly
application. Try to find ways to use the iPad for collaboration, sharing notes,
communicating, etc. It’s not simply a device for accessing Facebook, playing
games, and browsing the internet; it can be so much more than that! So explore,
think creatively, have some fun, but find ways to use the iPad to help yourself or
others learn.

You Can Share
Sharing is caring. When you find cool stuff, share your findings, ideas, and good
apps with others.
Be on the lookout for other ways to use the iPad. We might need your help
putting QR codes around campus, in particular in the Science center and by the
art around campus. If you’re interested in helping, stop by the TLTC.
If you want to give a presentation using your iPad, you can check out a projector
adapter from 2Fix.

You Can Compete

We like to promote the use and experimentation of all of the powerful design and
development software you have at your disposal.

"Show Us Your Stuff!" (SUYS) is a sweet contest sponsored by the TLTC. The
2012-13 academic year will mark our 7th SUYS contest. Submit original, digital
creations for awards and recognition. This is an outlet to display your creativity in
a variety of interesting and innovative ways while picking up some prizes along
the way (money money money!).
The contest features a special iPad creation category. This will give you a
chance to explore the creative power of the iPad. Whether it’s stop-motion
animation, digital photography, or digital video, the iPad is a growing platform for
media creation (see APPendix C).

Cr ystal Ball
The times they are a-changing.

Accessing Course Material Through ANGEL
The current version of ANGEL doesn’t play nicely with mobile Safari (or any other
mobile browser for that matter). However, you can use the Blackboard Mobile
Learn app to access content, check grades, and participate in discussions.

Printing
Since you don’t log into the BVU network to use your iPad (like you do on your
computer) you can’t print from your iPad using campus printers. You could buy
your own printer with AirPrint if it’s that important, or send the file to your
computer. Otherwise it’s a nice excuse to save some trees and precious time.

QR Codes

Have you seen me?

Packed with information, Quick Response codes have been popping up
everywhere around the world, from business cards to wine to packets of squidflavored chips.

Use a barcode reader, such as Scan, to scan these curious-looking 2D barcodes
when you come upon them.

Augmented Reality
It’s 1967. Your job as a news reporter is simple: get to the University of
Wisconsin-Madison campus to cover a growing demonstration against the Dow
Chemical corporation. Of course, only Doc Brown and Marty McFly could really
pull off this feat, but a design team at UW-Madison has done the next best thing
with an augmented reality app called ARIS.
ARIS allows the user to be immersed in a story that takes their surroundings and
enhances them with pictures, videos, and tasks. Exploring historical events, an
art tour of campus, a scavenger hunt...these are just the beginning!

The super secret “TLTC Dance Party” scavenger hunt

Wikitude World Browser is an interactive guide to the world. By using the camera
on your iPad or iPhone, Wikitude overlays the camera image with interactive
content, allowing you to explore and identify places and objects, find events, view
tweets or Wikipedia articles, and even find coupons. With apps such as Wikitude,
augmented reality is enhancing the way people travel.
Expect even more augmented reality apps in the future!

Y U No Suppor t Flash?
Apple still does not support Flash on the iPad or iPhone, so you’ll have to keep
avoiding the flash-heavy websites.

The New iPad
It would be remiss not to at least mention The New iPad. With a retina display,
better graphics chip, and a significantly better camera, we’d love to get our hands
on one! Unfortunately, for now we’re stuck using our old iPad 2s. But don’t fret,
one day we’ll have to upgrade and by then there might be an even better version!

Appendix A: Resources
Here are some resources you might want to explore.
๏ Accessibility -- Apple has a collection of Special Education Apps. You
can also learn about Apple’s commitment to accessibility.
๏ iTunes U -- Explore the educational resources other people have made
available. After you search for something use the Power Search button to
specify only search iTunes U and even restrict results to only closedcaptioned materials. We in the TLTC hope faculty at BVU will begin using
iTunes U, so be on the lookout for more awesome stuff!
๏ Video Tutorials -- If you want to see various video tutorials on using the
iPad, log in to ANGEL > click the Go To Atomic Learning button at the top
of the right column > in the Applications drop-down menu select iPad >
click the Find Tutorials button.
๏ Video Chats -- Use the Apple Facetime app to chat with any other Mac
device that has a camera (other iPads, MacBook, iPhone, iPod Touch).
Why get up from where you are when you can have a quick video chat with
someone? For more info and a video, see Apple’s Facetime info.

Tip: Make sure you mute your audio or adjust your Facetime settings so
you don’t get calls in the middle of class or a meeting.
๏ Twitter -- There are tons of people on Twitter that post useful stuff about
the iPad. We follow Meg Wilson from @iPodsibilities. You can also check
out the iPodsibilities website.
๏ Google -- When in doubt, Google. There are thousands of other
resources out there, and it just takes an internet search to find them.
Expand your horizons and enjoy the hunt. After all, how often are you told
to surf the internet??

Appendix B: Accessorize
Aside from iPimping your iPad, you might want to explore the other accessories
available for the iPad. Here are the short lists we’ve compiled.

A is for Apple Accessories
๏ Apple iPad 2 Smart Cover -- It folds up for easy typing and FaceTime chats
or other presentation-type stuff. As mentioned in the APPsolutely Useful
section, Evernote Peek makes awesome use of it and you can expect
other apps to utilize it. ($39)
๏ Apple VGA Adapter -- 2Fix has these to check out so you can connect to
classroom projectors. ($29)
๏ Apple Camera Connection Kit -- 2Fix will also have these for checkout, but
if you’re planning on using it frequently you might want to buy your own.
($29)
๏ Apple Wireless Keyboard -- If you’re a writer or do a lot of typing, consider
purchasing this sweet Bluetooth keyboard. ($69)
๏ There are other Apple Accessories you may want to admire.

If you liked it then you shoulda put a cover
on it...
The iPad screen is made of glass, and is therefore breakable. It’s particularly
prone to shattering if it’s dropped on the corners, so a case is a good investment.
๏ The FitFolio Ultra-Slim Case has a sleek, padded design to keep your iPad
protected without weighing you down. ($40)
๏ The Ultra Thin Smarty Complete Case has sleep/wake functions like the
Apple Smart Cover but with a slim case for the rest of the iPad. ($50)
๏ The Marware Eco-Vue case is for the environmentally conscious user; it
has eco-leather in a folio-style case to protect your iPad while looking good
and helping out the environment - what more could you want? ($50)
๏ The Hard Cube Carrying Case has zippers, a shoulder strap, and a pocket
for accessories. ($29)
๏ A Candyshell Case protects your iPad from getting all scratched up on the
back and from taking too much impact banging around with other stuff in
your bag. ($50)

Keyboarding
๏
๏
๏
๏

Azio Bluetooth Keyboard ($30)
ErgoGuys Bluetooth Mini Keyboard ($35)
Kensington Folding Case with Bluetooth Keyboard ($69)
Logitech Aluminum Bluetooth Keyboard Case ($100)

Other Accessories
๏
๏
๏
๏
๏
๏
๏

Composite AV Cables ($18.50)
iPad Car Mount ($44)
3 Pack of Stylus Pens ($1)
BoxWave Stylus ($8)
USB 4 Port AC Charger ($15)
Spudz Microfiber Cloth ($6)
Search Google, ThinkGeek, or your favorite store(s) for oodles of other
iPad gadgets.

APPendix C: APPetite for
Construction
There are apps galore! The iPad isn’t just a consumption device, you can also
make all sorts of neat-o stuff with it. The apps below are by no means the best
ones ever, but they’ll give you an idea of what’s possible.

Note and Brainstor ming Apps

Penultimate -- all notes are handwritten, not typed, with ink and pen
choices ($1.99)
Complete Class Organizer -- use it to take notes in class and record
lectures, syncs notes to audio, organize by courses ($4.99)
Forgetful -- set up text, audio, and/or video reminders with notifications so
you don’t forget why that string is tied on your finger
Idea Sketch -- draw diagrams, flow charts, etc.
AirSketch Free -- start drawing, give the URL to others, and they can
watch in real-time; fun for presentations
iCardSort -- great for brainstorming and/or visually organizing ideas
Idea Boards -- four different surfaces for writing/brainstorming ideas
($1.99)
Paper Plane Notes -- a fun way to share notes over the network without
sending an email

Instapaper -- save web pages to read offline later ($4.99)
EasyBib -- an iPhone app to scan the barcode on the physical book and
get the bibliography information in MLA, APA, or Chicago style

Photo Apps

Adobe Photoshop Express -- minor editing of photos
PhotoPad -- more editing of photos and you can write/draw on them
Fotolr PS HD -- edit, draw, type, adjust color, add frames, etc.
Fotopedia Heritage -- an encyclopedia-like photo book with thousands of
photos
DepthOfField -- calculate the depth of field, particularly useful for
landscape photography
Instagram -- a photo app that specializes in social media sharing
123D Catch -- turn your images into interactive 3D models
Filterstorm -- advanced editing software for those who want to take their
professional work on the go ($3.99)
360 Panorama -- create panoramas of any room/area, such as the art
gallery or your dorm room to share with others. ($.99) Check out our very
own UMC department’s panoramas.

Video Apps

iMotion HD -- create stop-motion animation or time-lapse videos
ReelDirector -- a powerful video editor ($1.99)
Avid Studio -- create, enhance, and edit video projects; create
soundtracks and voiceovers; share finished products with friends ($4.99)
iMovie -- Apple’s app for making and editing videos ($4.99)
If you’re interested in other movie apps, check out “22 Filmmaking Apps for the
iPad & iPhone.”

Audio Apps

GrooveMaker -- a remixing beat box app
Dragon Dictation -- convert speech to text
Music Studio Lite -- a free audio editor for recording and mixing your own
beats

Caster FREE -- record and edit audio (the full version is $9.99)
Moe’s Notepad -- record notes and ideas with audio, video, and still photo
($0.99)
Equalizer -- a music player with an equalizer for all types of music and
advanced playlist controls ($2.99)
SoundHound -- recognizes music that is being played or hummed. It can
also play lyrics along with the song.
SoundCloud -- record and share audio files via social media sites
There are a variety of other apps similar to these, such as Audio Memos,
AudioNote, Dictamus Free, Smart Recorder, and Live Notes.

Study Apps

iStudiez Pro -- a must-have scheduling device for students that organizes
classes, assignments, even holidays ($2.99)
Mendeley - Reference Manager (Lite) -- organize PDFs and research
papers for your research project, searchable, get citations, etc.
Flashcards by TouchLanguage -- download existing sets from Quizlet.com
or make your own, 8 different game types ($1.99, lite version available)
iCram Master -- flashcards, shareable, jeopardy-style (A-then-Q) ($2.99)
Free Flashcards - Flashboard -- make a "deck" of photos with answers,
then you identify what/where they are
Dictionary.com Dictionary & Thesaurus -- look up and learn new words,
even without the internet

Brainscape -- interactive flash cards: rate your confidence level and see a
graph that shows you how confident you are with each deck
Khan Academy -- access thousands of educational videos from the Khan
Academy website on a variety of topics, such as calculus, algebra,
biology, chemistry, etc.

Business Apps
Roambi - Visualizer -- analyze and share company info
CNBC Real-Time for iPad -- real-time access to market info
USAA -- manage your finances
Bloomberg Businessweek -- the app is free, but to access the magazine
content you have to pay $2.99 for a month subscription
The Wall Street Journal -- get the journal on your iPad
Barron’s -- a financial magazine; the app is free but you’ll have to pay for
the subscription
Glossary of Business Acronyms -- the name says it all ($2.99)
DocuSign Ink -- sign electronic documents with this app which has a lot of
neat features for filling out official documents
Restaurant Story -- test your business savvy by running a virtual
restaurant; have fun and learn at the same time!
Google “iPad business apps” and you’ll get a slew of other apps.

Communication and Ar ts Apps
artCircles -- has 1500 works from around 1000 artists, viewable by
artist, color, collection, etc.
Adobe Ideas -- sketchbook for ideas with vectors, eyedropper, and
other tools ($9.99)
Art Authority -- galleries of sculptures, paintings, artists, artist's period
($4.99)

Brushes -- a powerful paint and draw app ($7.99)
artCircles -- take a look at different circles to explore current and
classic artwork
djay -- a serious dj system which integrates with your iPod library
($19.99)
Korg iElectribe -- create and mix music with an analog synthesizer
($19.99)
Clock Pro HD Free -- has clocks, timers, and a metronome
Symphony Pro -- music notation editor that writes and plays back
music ($14.99)
The History of Jazz -- the title explains it all; it’s a timeline you can
interact with ($9.99)
History: Maps of the World -- historical maps with info about each
map, can search
Advanced English Dictionary and Thesaurus -- definitions,
synonyms, antonyms, examples of usage, etc.
Grammar App HD -- interactive, step-by-step guides, tutorials, etc. on
punctuation, basic grammar, and other areas ($.99)
Word Study & English Grammar -- learn proper English, common
errors & rules, etc. ($1.99)
Pages -- write documents, add images, import Word documents, etc.
($9.99)
My Writing Spot -- good for long papers/novels, lots of features such
as chapters, word count, autosave, etc. ($4.99)

Education Apps
Clock Pro HD Free -- has a stop watch with a lap feature (great for track
or drills in other sports)
Planbook Touch -- a great assistant in building custom lesson plans, a
must have for any teacher ($9.99)
Teacher Pal -- organize classes and students, track attendance and
grades

Teacher Tool One -- an iPhone app to keep track of students, lessons,
grades, attendance, etc. (full version is $30.99)
Autism/DTT Shapes -- teach basic shapes to children with various
learning disorders ($7.99)
Bone Scan Bob -- teach children the different parts of the human skeleton
($.99)
BrainPOP Featured Movie -- animated movies for math, social studies,
English, etc.; you can subscribe (for a fee) to more videos
TED -- TED talks are educational, inspiring, emotional, and so many other
great adjectives, and they come in a variety of topics (e.g., music,
learning, art, science, etc.)
Textbook publisher Houghton Mifflin Harcourt has a couple apps (Algebra 1 and
Geometry Sample). See the blog post “HMH Fuse and the future of K-12 mobile
education on the iPad” for more information and possible implications.
There are hundreds of apps for the K-12 environment, particularly for K-2nd
grade or so (learning how to do math, spelling, etc.). We’re not sure if those apps
would be useful to an education major now, but they would be later if you had an
iPad in your classroom (e.g., 40 Amazingly Educational iPad Apps for Kids).

Science Apps
Star Walk for iPad -- you’ve probably seen this interactive astronomy
guide in commercials; point the iPad at an area of the sky and get info
about those stars, constellations, and satellites ($4.99)
GoSkyWatch Planetarium -- a free star guide
NOVA Elements -- an interactive periodic table with extra information
about each element, you can also build atoms and objects
Calc Pro HD Free -- basic and scientific, keeps a “paper trail” of the
calculations (Calc Pro HD is $7.99 with 8 different calculators, including
graphing)
MathGraphics -- a graphing calculator ($.99)
Math Formulas - Reference Guide -- has all sorts of different math
formulas for algebra, calculus, etc. ($.99)

myConvert Lite -- convert units such as mass, area, volume, temperature,
etc. (the myConvert full app is $1.99)
Sum of the Exterior Angles of Polygons -- use algebra and geometry to
plot points and create polygons
Building Atoms, Ions, and Isotopes HD Lite -- explore the composition of
different elements
LabAssistant -- a chemical compatibility guide
LabTimer -- count up and count down timers, can have four going at once
The Elements: A Visual Exploration -- an eBook to explore and interact
with the periodic table ($13.99)
Molecules -- 3D view of molecules which you can manipulate
Leafsnap for iPad -- identify a plant by taking a photo of its leaves
iPflanzen -- identify mystery plants based on their characteristics (may
only be temporarily free)
Monster Anatomy HD - Lower Limb -- reference and tool for learning about
anatomy ($18.99)
Upper Respiratory VirtualLab -- see all the parts, how they function, and
how they’re affected by illnesses
VideoScience -- videos of science demonstrations and experiments
National Geographic also has a variety of free and paid apps.

Social Science, Philosophy, Religion Apps
PsycExplorerHD -- the latest in Psychology news and research ($2.99)
Colorblind Vision -- see the world the way someone with a color vision
impairment would see it (uses the iPad 2 camera)
PhotoFit Me -- reconstruct the face of someone one feature at a time and
see if you'd be a good eye witness
Mind Games HD -- illusions and mind tricks

Bible+ by Logos Bible Software -- powerful Bible study tool with many
multiple Bible versions
3D Brain -- a useful look at our noggin, what it’s like when it’s injured, how it
impacts mental illnesses, etc.

Philosophy Encyclopedia -- has a variety of different branches of
philosophy ($0.99)

APPsolutely Avoidable
There are thousands of questionable or pointless apps and you have finite space
on your iPad, so choose wisely young grasshopper.
We know reverse psychology works on most people, but we’re serious when we
say this next list of apps should be avoided at all cost. We shouldn’t even be
providing the link to the app. Keep in mind that curiosity killed the cat (and the
oysters), or so they say.
Destiny Dog -- like the Magic 8-Ball, you ask Destiny Dog a yes/no
question and he gives you a random answer
Cat Piano -- if you miss your best friend Mr. Bigglesworth you can
serenade yourself with his soothing meows in various pitches
Thought Bubbles -- since people can’t read your mind, type in your
“thought” and hold your iPad above your head ($.99)
Crazy Face -- the mouth on the weird face moves as you talk
Moustache Makeover Lite HD -- You know what your pictures need...more
facial hair! We know what you’re thinking, how did this app not make it on
the must-have list?!?

Thanks For Stopping By
But mostly, stay classy. We hope you enjoyed this eBook as much as we did! If
you have any questions or comments, feel free to contact us.
Teaching and Learning with Technology Center (TLTC)
610 West Fourth Street
Box 2052
Storm Lake, IA 50588
1-712-749-2359
tltc@bvu.edu
http://tltc.bvu.edu
Like us on
Follow us on

http://www.facebook.com/BVUTLTC
http://www.twitter.com/BVUTLTC

